Energy Ef�icient Solar Controller for Pumps

A solar water pump has a mini power house at its heart and consists of a calibrated and matching solar
array of modules-tuned with the equivalent power of pump for that particular application. The solar
water pumping system is capable of running all types of electrical water pumps with applications varying
from irrigation to household demands. Irrigation pumps such as submersible, surface or deep well can
also be coupled with drip irrigation systems to enhance the returns from this conﬁguration.
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A typical solar water pumping system is known by the sum total of solar array size that is required to run
the attached pump. A 1000 Wp solar water pump is capable of drawing and pumping approximately
40,000 liters of water per day from a source that is up to 10 meters deep. This is suﬃcient to irrigate
about 2 acres of land with regular crops. A 1000 Wp solar water pump helps save up to Rs. 45,000 when
compared to equivalent use of a diesel-operated pump over a year.
Each solar array has a number of solar modules connected in parallel or series. Every solar PV
panel generates current by converting solar radiation to electrical energy.
The electrical energy from the entire array is controlled, tuned and directed by inbuilt controller
in DC pumps or through the Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) and enables the connected pump
(may be submersible or surface) to draw water and feed the delivery pipelines.
The water thus drawn from ponds, rivers, bore wells or other sources by a solar water pump is
pumped to supply water as required. It can be stored in tanks from where it is later channeled
to ﬁelds or the supply from the pump may be coupled with drip irrigation systems to provide
optimized water to ﬁelds directly.
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Vizen Solutions’ Solar Pump Controller

Features
Improved ease of operation and maintenance
Remote multifunction keypad with backlit LCD screen available
Functional safety compliance
ISO13849-1 PL-e, Cat13 IEC1800-5-2 STO SIL3
Global standard compliance
Solar panel voltage set point calculation at every start
True Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) function
Detection of sudden changes of conditions
Stop criteria selectable (frequency and/or power)
Start criteria by solar panel voltage and time
Dry pump detection function
Water tank maximum level detection function
Low power detection function
Two sets of PID gains
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